Nuclear issue of Korean Peninsula return the heat when by the end of year 2002 North Korean known by the United States have conducted the collision from Year agreement 1994 hitting its nuclear coagulation program whereabout North Korean re-accused activate the its nuclear program through activity of uranium enrichment what knew will be made to arm the mass destroyer and frightened will fall the irresponsible nations hand or assumed enemy by United States.
United States feel is obliged to prevent the North Korean in developing nuclear weapon because this matter oppose against the principle Nuclear of Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) where about North Korean by self also represent one of state which have a share in the agreement signing.

From the background above, this research to analyse how far that policy of United States to North Korean that will discontinue the its nuclear development program. Descriptive method are utilized to accomplished this research while empirical datas found in the bibliography. Pursuant to the approach above, hence writer formulate the following research hypothesis: If Foreign policy of United States for concerning nuclear weapon spreading can be executed hence North Korean will discontinue the its nuclear development program.

Result of research conducted conclude that policy of United States of concerning its national defender strategy is not used as by a foreign policy of United States, but the policy changed with the stipulating return the economic
embargo to North Korean and United States non-stoped will perform a the
meeting of through dialogued by 6 state for finishing North Korean nuclear.

There by this research is acceptable.